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Abstract18

Mass loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet can be partitioned between surface mass bal-19

ance and discharge due to ice dynamics through its marine-terminating outlet glaciers.20

A perturbation to a glacier terminus (e.g., a calving event) results in both an instanta-21

neous response in velocity and mass loss and a diffusive response due to the evolution22

of ice thickness over time. This diffusive response means the total impact of a retreat23

event can take decades to be fully realised. Here we model the committed response of24

the Greenland Ice Sheet by applying perturbations to the marine-terminating glacier ter-25

mini that represent recent observed changes, and simulating the response over the 21st26

Century, while holding the climate forcing constant. The sensitivity of the ice sheet re-27

sponse to model parameter uncertainty is explored within an ensemble framework, and28

GRACE data is used to constrain the results using a Bayesian calibration approach. We29

find that the Greenland Ice Sheet’s committed contribution to 21st century sea level rise30

is at least 33.5 [17.5 52.4] mm (25th and 75th percentiles in brackets), with at least 631

mm being attributable directly to terminus retreat that occurred between 2007 and 2015.32

The spread in our projections is driven by uncertainty in the basal friction coefficient.33

Our results complement the ISMIP6 Greenland projections, which report the ice sheet34

response to future forcing, excluding the background response. In this way, we can ob-35

tain estimates of Greenland’s total contribution to sea level rise in 2100.36

Plain Language Summary37

At the edges of the Greenland Ice Sheet are fast-flowing glaciers that flow into the38

ocean. When the ice front of these glaciers retreat, through iceberg calving and subma-39

rine melt, the ice sheet responds both on quick timescales, due to the instantaneous speed40

up of the ice near the edge, and on longer timescales as the ice dynamics slowly read-41

just to the initial changes. The slow readjustment of the ice sheet thickness and veloc-42

ity spreads upstream over time. Therefore, even if climate change (e.g., atmospheric and43

oceanic warming) was to cease, the ice sheet will continue to respond to changes we have44

already observed, and will contribute to sea level rise. This contribution is known as “com-45

mitted sea level rise”, which we quantify in this study using a numerical ice sheet model46

of the Greenland Ice Sheet. We find that glacier retreat between 2007 and 2015 has a47

lasting impact on ice sheet dynamics by the end of the century and that this should be48

accounted for in projections of sea level rise.49

1 Introduction50

In recent years there has been a concerted effort within the ice sheet modelling com-51

munity to produce century-scale projections of sea-level rise from ice sheets under fu-52

ture climate change conditions. The latest international effort comes from the Ice Sheet53

Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6) (?, ?), which presents multi-model54

ensembles for the Greenland (?, ?) and Antarctic (?, ?) ice sheets forced by various cli-55

mate model simulations. The Greenland ISMIP6 results project 90±50 mm of sea level56

rise by 2100 under greenhouse gas concentration scenario RCP8.5, and 32±17 mm for57

RCP2.6 (?, ?). These values represent the projected ice sheet contribution due to the58

future climate forcing anomaly, relative to the projection start date of 2015, because val-59

ues obtained from a control simulation, where climate is held constant, were subtracted60

from those obtained from the forced simulations. The motivation for this decision was61

to control for model drift that arises from the initialization process (?, ?, ?); however,62

subtracting the control simulation also removes any background trend due to changes63

prior to the projection start date of 2015 (?, ?, ?). The component of sea level rise that64

is due to these background trends is referred to as the “committed sea level contribution”65

(?, ?). In other words, regardless of future scenario or climate projection, there is a por-66
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tion of future sea-level change that is already “locked in” due to the ongoing dynamic re-67

sponse of the ice sheet to past perturbations in marine-glacier termini and the long-term68

pattern of accumulation and ablation across the ice sheet (surface mass balance, SMB).69

Modelling the committed sea level contribution of the Greenland Ice Sheet over the 21st70

century is the focus of this study.71

The dynamic component of the committed sea level contribution can be attributed72

to the varying time scales over which the ice sheet responds to frontal ablation pertur-73

bations to marine-terminating glaciers. A retreat event results in an instantaneous ad-74

justment of stresses, causing an increase in the spreading rate of the ice upstream of the75

terminus or grounding line and the inland extent of the increase in spreading rate is de-76

pendent on the geometry (e.g., glacier width) and basal conditions (?, ?, ?). There is also77

a longer term diffusive response, where thinning propagates upstream due to feedbacks78

between local geometry, driving stress and velocity (?, ?, ?). This diffusive response is79

the primary mechanism driving the committed dynamic response because, even if ter-80

minus perturbations are halted, the ice sheet will continue to react. Previous work has81

shown that more than 75% of the total mass loss due to perturbations at the termini of82

outlet glaciers is due to this long-term diffusive thinning, rather than the instantaneous83

response to the perturbation (?, ?).84

Decreases in SMB since the late 1990s, driven by increases in surface melt, have85

resulted in SMB becoming the dominant component of the total mass loss, over dynamic86

discharge through marine terminating glaciers (?, ?, ?). The impact that increased sur-87

face melt in the past has on the “committed” contribution to sea level rise in the future88

is complicated due to various feedback mechanisms. SMB alters the geometry of the ice89

sheet and enhanced melt can lead to an SMB-elevation feedback where the ice sheet sur-90

face lowers as it melts leading to further melt due to the lower altitude (?, ?). Precon-91

ditioning of the firn layer, for example through the formation of ice lenses and the as-92

sociated reduction in percolation and increase in run off, can alter the refreezing capac-93

ity of the firn year-on-year (?, ?). However, this process may be more important when94

considering sea level contributions due to future climate change, as the firn layer loses95

its ability to buffer high melt rates of the future, rather than the committed response,96

which is the focus of this paper.97

There are several sources of uncertainty to consider in ice sheet projections, includ-98

ing uncertainty in model structure, model parameters, and boundary conditions. It is99

becoming increasingly common within the ice sheet modelling community to run ensem-100

bles of model simulations (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?), with the recognition that accounting for101

uncertainty in a probabilistic way increases the usefulness of projections, despite the in-102

tensive computing resources required to produce them. Previous studies have demon-103

strated that calibration using observations of ice sheet behaviour can help to constrain104

uncertainty in sea-level rise projections (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?).105

In this paper, we aim to model the 21st-Century committed response of the Green-106

land Ice Sheet to observed changes in terminus position of the marine-terminating glaciers,107

while keeping SMB constant over time. We are motivated by the need for an up-to-date,108

ice-sheet-wide estimate of committed sea-level rise to aid interpretation of the ISMIP6109

projections and guide follow-on efforts. This builds upon the work of ? (?), who mod-110

elled the committed response of three of the largest marine-terminating glaciers and then111

used a simple conceptual model to scale the results up to estimate a Greenland wide value.112

We use a probabilistic framework to account for model parameter uncertainty and un-113

certainty in the representation of the present-day SMB by running an ensemble of for-114

ward simulations, which we then calibrate using observations of ice sheet mass change115

from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission.116
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2 Methods117

2.1 Ice Sheet Model118

The Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model (ISSM) is a finite-element ice flow model,119

which combines conservation laws with constitutive laws and boundary conditions to model120

ice sheet evolution. The details of how this is implemented can be found in ? (?) – here121

we will describe the equations relevant to this study.122

In this study, we use the shallow-shelf approximation (SSA, ?, ?), also referred to123

as the shelfy-stream approximation in the ISSM documentation, to model the entire con-124

tiguous Greenland Ice Sheet. SSA was chosen because it allowed us to run more simu-125

lations at a higher spatial resolution than if we had chosen higher-order physics, and re-126

cent literature (?, ?) has shown that sliding dominates even in slow flowing margin re-127

gions of the Greenland Ice sheet. Ice is modeled as an incompressible viscous fluid with128

Glen’s flow law (?, ?) used to describe the relationship between the nonlinear depth-averaged129

effective viscosity and effective strain rate as follows:130

µ =
B

2ε̇
n−1
n

e

, (1)

where µ is the depth-averaged effective viscosity, ε̇e is the effective strain rate, B is the131

depth-averaged ice hardness factor, and Glen’s law coefficient n = 3. B is found using132

the temperature-dependent relationship provided by ? (?). In this study we do not solve133

the thermal model and so the ice temperature, and hence B, is kept constant over time.134

The depth-averaged temperature is taken as the mean temperature at the ice surface from135

RACMO2.3p2 for 1960-1989 (?, ?). Because the high rate of accumulation and, there-136

fore, the strong downward advection of surface temperature, the upper ∼ 2/3 of the ice137

column is at a temperature that is close to the surface temperature. This upper portion138

of cold ice supports more stress than the lower, warmer portion of the ice column, mak-139

ing our use of the surface temperature as the depth-averaged ice temperature a reason-140

able assumption. While holding ice temperature constant and estimated from present141

climate conditions is a simplification, over the timescale of a century this has been shown142

to have limited impact on ice dynamics, compared to changes basal sliding (?, ?). We143

also account for uncertainty in the temperature field as part of the ensemble design (see144

next section).145

The basal shear stress is prescribed using a Budd friction law (?, ?):146

τb = α2Nub , (2)

where α is the basal friction coefficient, ub is the velocity tangential to the local bed,147

and the effective pressure N is approximated as N = g(ρiH+ρwzb), where ρi and ρw148

is the density of ice and ocean water respectively, and zb is bed elevation, where zb =149

0 at sea level and negative below it. Hence, N evolves with geometry and assumes per-150

fect connection between the ocean and any region of the bed below sea level. In reality151

N is likely to be influenced by subglacial hydrology, but including this factor requires152

a hydrological model.153

The SSA formulation is used to balance the stresses by neglecting vertical shear154

stresses and bridging effects. The mass transport equation then allows us to update the155

geometry given mass conservation:156

∂H

∂t
= −∇ · (Hū) + Ṁs − Ṁb , (3)

where ū is the depth average horizontal velocity vector, Ṁs is the surface mass balance157

(m yr−1, positive for net accumulation, negative for net ablation) and Ṁb is the basal158

melting (m yr−1, positive for melting). Ṁb is only applied under floating ice tongues.159
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Hydrostatic pressure is imposed at the front of marine terminating glaciers and no160

frontal melt or calving law is applied – instead migration of terminus positions is pre-161

scribed using a level-set-based method (see experimental design) (?, ?, ?). The ground-162

ing line is allowed to migrate using a sub-element scheme (?, ?) and its position is cal-163

culated according to hydrostatic equilibrium. We impose a minimum ice thickness of 1 m164

such that, for any model element that is prescribed to be ice-filled, that element cannot165

be less than 1 m thick.166

The model is initialized to mid-2000s conditions following the method used for the167

Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC-ISSM) contribution to ISMIP6 (?, ?). BedMachine168

v3 geometry (?, ?) and observed surface velocities (?, ?, ?) are used to invert for the basal169

friction coefficient, following ? (?). A 30-year relaxation is performed using a 1960–1989170

mean SMB from RACMO2.3p2 (?, ?). This is to reduce spurious thickness change sig-171

nals at the start of the forward experiments, rather than to reach a steady state, and there-172

fore dynamic imbalances represented in the initial geometry and velocity derived from173

the observations are not eliminated.174

The model equations are calculated on an unstructured mesh which varies from 25 km175

resolution in the slow-flowing ice sheet interior, to 500 m resolution in the fastest-flowing176

outlet glaciers. We impose an additional constraint in which areas that have observed177

terminus retreat have a resolution of 500 m. This results in a total of about 457,000 mesh178

elements.179

2.2 Experimental Design180

Forward model simulations start at the beginning of 2007 and run to the end of181

2100. We model the impact of recent perturbations to outlet glacier terminus positions182

by imposing retreat based on observed terminus positions between 2007 and 2015 (?, ?,183

?) using a level set method (?, ?). The terminus position dataset provides calving front184

positions measured during the winter for up to approximately 240 marine terminating185

glaciers. We assume that the position given by the dataset is stationary between Octo-186

ber and May, with retreat occurring linearly over the summer months. Not all years be-187

tween 2007 and 2015 are represented in the observational terminus position dataset, and188

therefore we determine missing winter positions by linearly interpolating between two189

known winter positions. The termini are held at their January 2015 position for the re-190

mainder of the century.191

Rather than rely on a single model set-up obtained from the initialization process192

to run our projection, we create an ensemble of simulations with the aim of assessing and193

accounting for the impact of uncertainty in various model parameters obtained from the194

inversion (basal friction coefficient) or derived from other models (parameters related to195

ice viscosity and surface mass balance). The basal friction coefficient field (α) is varied196

uniformly between ±50% of the values obtained by the inversion, because, while the in-197

version aims to minimize the mismatch between modelled and present-day observed ve-198

locities, it is less certain how basal friction changes over time due to processes that can199

affect sliding, such as hydrology, that we are not accounting for in the model processes.200

The change is applied as a spatially uniform percentage change, and thus all features de-201

scribed in α obtained from the inversion, for example low friction areas in the narrow202

outlet glacier channels, are preserved.203

The viscosity of the ice is varied through changes in the ice temperature (?, ?), which204

is applied as an anomaly, with bounds of ±10K of the temperature used in the initial-205

ization, which equals the surface temperatures from RACMO2.3p2 for 1960-1989 (?, ?).206

We ensure that the temperature does not exceed the melting point anywhere. The depth-207

averaged ice hardness factor (B) is then updated using the temperature-dependent re-208

lationship of ? (?), with higher temperatures resulting in softer ice with a lower viscos-209

ity. The ±10K temperature perturbation (with melting point constraint) results in the210
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ice sheet wide mean B varying between -33% and +50% of the unperturbed values used211

in the initialization.212

Surface mass balance is varied in two ways. Firstly, an anomaly is added to the to-213

tal SMB integrated over the ice sheet, representing the climate variability seen during214

the 1960-1989 reference period. The standard deviation during this period is 127.5 Gt,215

which is approximately 30% of the mean SMB over the period. The ±30% of the 1960-216

89 mean provides the bounds of the anomaly that we apply in the ensemble, which is217

added uniformly in space to the SMB used in the control run (2001-2015 mean). Sec-218

ondly, the seasonal amplitude of SMB is varied. The mean seasonal cycle is found for219

the 1960-1989 period, by finding the mean SMB for each month and then subtracting220

the annual mean from the monthly means. This is then varied between a factor of 0 (i.e.,221

no seasonal cycle) and 2 (a doubling in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle), and added222

to the annual mean of the SMB found during the first stage of the SMB perturbation.223

The four parameters are sampled using a Latin hypercube design (N=128), and ad-224

ditional simulations are performed using the central member from the initialization and225

8 end members where each parameter is varied in turn to its minimum and maximum226

range, giving an ensemble with 137 members in total (?, ?). Table S1 provides the sam-227

pled values for the four parameters for each simulation in the ensemble. The parame-228

ter perturbations are applied after the initialization and relaxation procedure, at the start229

of the 95-year forward simulations. We ran each ensemble member twice: once with ob-230

served terminus positions imposed (perturbed simulation) and once with the ice sheet231

boundary fixed at the initial (i.e., 2007) position (control simulation). Subtracting the232

mass change simulated by the control simulation from that of the perturbed simulation233

removes the SMB component of committed sea level rise, as well as ongoing dynamic ad-234

justments from the initial state, both real (because the ice sheet was out of balance in235

2007) and artificial (i.e. erroneous model drift). In this study, we use “total committed236

sea level rise” to mean the total sea level contribution from the perturbed simulation and237

“dynamic committed sea level rise” to mean the contribution after the control simula-238

tion is removed and therefore is in direct response to the imposed retreat. To calculate239

the total GrIS contribution to future sea level rise, total committed sea level rise must240

be added to the ISMIP6 anomaly projections. The dynamic committed sea level rise, on241

the other hand, is useful for understanding the direct impact that recent retreat of ma-242

rine terminating glaciers has on ice flow dynamics over the coming decades.243

2.3 Bayesian Calibration244

The parameter sampling described in the previous section was intentionally con-245

servative, thus producing a broad distribution of committed sea level rise (red curve, Fig.246

??). To reduce the spread, we perform a Bayesian calibration that weights each ensem-247

ble member based on its ability to reproduce observed mass change. To do this we use248

a regularized mascon solution derived from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Exper-249

iment (GRACE) Level 1B data described by ? (?), which provides total mass change be-250

tween 1 January 2007 and 1 January 2015 in each mascon area, with a spatial resolu-251

tion of 1-arc degree (≈115 km) (Fig. ??a). Because of signal leakage between the mas-252

cons, the regularized solution may be biased and the resulting leakage errors are deter-253

mined by a resolution operator, R, which can be used to relate the unknown truth state,254

x to the estimated state, x̂, via x̂ = Rx (?, ?, ?). Therefore, in order to compare like-255

for-like between the GRACE mascon observations and the model output, we first aggre-256

gate the modelled mass loss over the same period into the same spatial bins as the mas-257

cons and then apply the resolution operator. In a sense, this is like we are assuming the258

model is the truth (x), and multiplying by the resolution operator given the “GRACE-259

view” estimate (x̂).260
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Figure 1. Mass change between January 2007 and January 2015 from GRACE mascons
observations (a) and from low (b) and high (c) weighted ensemble members converted into
“GRACE-view” mascon estimates (x̂).

Similarly to (?, ?), we calculate a likelihood score sj for each ensemble member j261

based on the discrepancies between modeled and observed mass loss:262

sj = exp

[
−1

2

∑
i

(f ji − z
j
i )2

(σi)2

]
, (4)

where f is the modelled and z is the observed mass loss, and i is an index of the basin.263

We aggregate the mass loss on a basin scale using the basins outlines described by ? (?)264

– this helps ensure the model-observation discrepancies are spatially uncorrelated. Semi-265

variograms of the model-observation discrepancies show that there is some correlation266

between discrepancies that are closer than 200-300 km, therefore calculating discrepan-267

cies on the individual mascon scale is inappropriate (?, ?).268

Observational and model structural error (σ2
o and σ2

m) are accounted for in the dis-269

crepancy variance, σ2, such that σ2 = σ2
o + σ2

m (?, ?). This provides some leniency to270

the score calculation – ensemble members are not overly penalised for a mismatch be-271

tween the modelled and observed mass loss, given that these quantities have errors as-272

sociated with them that are not sampled by the ensemble. GRACE measurement un-273

certainties are determined by examining the statistics of the differences between the high-274

resolution mascon trend solution (?, ?) and the GOCO-06 spherical harmonic model (?,275

?). There are many sources of error related to the structure of the model (e.g., numer-276

ical representation of processes, missed processes, grid and time-step resolution), which277

are difficult to quantify. Therefore here we test a range of values estimated by multiply-278

ing the observational error by a factor of 2, 4 and 8, and, in doing so, we are stating that279

our confidence in our ability to model reality is lower than our ability to measure it (?,280

?, ?, ?). The resulting scores are normalised to created weights (wj = sj/
∑
j(sj)) that281

are then used to produce the posterior probability density functions.282

3 Results283

Table ?? shows the quantile and modal estimates of sea level contribution by 2100284

relative to the start date. The ensemble of model simulations results in a prior estimate285

of 21.6 [-13.1 83.7] mm total sea level rise, expressed as sea level equivalent (SLE, me-286

dian [25th 75th percentile]; estimated from the empirical cumulative density functions287

using bootstrapping, with a sample of N=10000 (?, ?)) by 2100 (red prior curve, Fig.288

??). The calibration procedure shifts the median of the distribution to higher values of289
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Table 1. Quantiles and mode from prior and posterior distributions of sea level contribution
(mm SLE) by the end of 2100 relative to the beginning of 2007 and 2015 (i.e., the ISMIP6 pro-
jection period).

5% 25% 50% 75% 95% Mode

Total committed Prior -44.8 -13.1 21.6 83.7 206.4 -7.9
sea level rise a Posterior, σm = 4σo 16.0 29.6 38.6 51.6 59.8 39.5
2007–2100 Posterior, σm = 8σo -12.0 17.5 33.5 52.4 76.2 34.8

Dynamic committed Prior 3.9 4.6 6.2 8.3 12.1 4.9
sea level rise b Posterior, σm = 4σo 5.4 6.2 6.4 7.0 8.2 6.6
2007–2100 Posterior, σm = 8σo 4.5 5.7 6.3 7.0 8.3 6.4

Total committed Prior -42.1 -13.6 19.1 77.0 191.0 -6.9
sea level rise a Posterior, σm = 4σo 12.6 25.4 35.1 46.0 53.7 35.0
2015–2100 Posterior, σm = 8σo -11.9 15.8 31.4 48.9 70.2 31.5
aPerturbed simulations.
bPerturbed - control simulations.

sea level contribution and narrows the interquartile range; for example, in the case where290

we estimate structural error to be a factor of 8 greater than the observational error (σm =291

8σo), the posterior distribution results in 33.5 [17.5 52.4] mm SLE by 2100. The poste-292

rior distribution is sensitive to the magnitude of the structural error estimate, with a higher293

structural error (and therefore discrepancy variance) resulting in a shorter and broader294

peak (grey posterior curves, Fig. ??). In the case where the structural error is assumed295

to be double the GRACE measurement error, the scores are heavily weighted to a small296

number of ensemble members, producing a sharp peak and estimating the percentiles297

using a empirical cumulative density function becomes less reliable. When more leniency298

is allowed in the model-observation discrepancy (i.e., when the discrepancy variance is299

higher), the weights are more evenly distributed and, thus, a broader posterior distri-300

bution is obtained. Table S1 provides the calibration weights for each simulation in the301

ensemble at various discrepancy variances that we tested.302

By subtracting the control simulations from perturbed simulations, we find that303

the perturbations in terminus positions between 2007 and 2015 result in 6.3 [5.7 7.0] mm304

SLE of dynamic committed sea level rise by 2100 (when σm = 8σo). The rate is high-305

est towards the beginning of the simulations after the period of most sustained retreat306

between 2010 and 2013 (Fig. ??). After 2015, the rate decreases but remains positive307

for the duration of the simulations, indicating that ice sheet flow will continue to adjust308

to the terminus perturbations of the recent past, even beyond 2100. Subtracting the con-309

trol simulations gives us the dynamic portion of the committed response that is directly310

attributed to the perturbations at the ice front, which allows us to compare with the re-311

sults of ? (?).312

In the ensemble, the pattern of sea level response is primarily driven by the vari-313

ation in basal friction coefficient and the central values, closest to the coefficient obtained314

by the data assimilation process, are weighted highly compared to the extremes of its315

distribution (Fig. ??). This indicates that the data assimilation process, in which we seek316

to minimize the misfit between observed and modelled velocity by tuning the basal fric-317

tion coefficient, yields simulations with modeled mass changes that are in better agree-318

ment with independent observations from GRACE. Secondary to the variation in basal319

sliding, the simulations with higher ice temperature, and therefore less viscous ice, are320

more likely to have a higher weight in the calibrated ensemble than those with colder,321
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Sea level contribution by 2100 (mm)
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Figure 2. Prior (red curve) and posterior (grey curves) probability density functions of the
total committed sea level rise by 2100. The control has not been removed and so this signal in-
cludes mass change due to the dynamics and the SMB trend. Different values for the structural
error have been tested by multiplying the measurement error by 2, 4 or 8.

more viscous ice. The ensemble members with higher ice temperature result in higher322

sea level response, although there are still ensemble members with high sea level response323

and low ice temperatures, due a lower basal friction coefficient. There is a slight tendency324

for ensemble members with a more negative SMB anomaly to have a higher sea level con-325

tribution, but variability in the strength of the seasonal cycle in SMB has no discernible326

impact on the calibration or the committed sea level contribution. Ensemble members327

with both high and low sea level response can be found at all values of both SMB anomaly328

and SMB seasonality and the high-weighted ensemble members are spread throughout329

the full range of values for these parameters.330

4 Discussion331

Retreat events in the early 2000s continue to affect ice dynamics at the end of the332

century and, although the impact diminishes the more distant the retreat event is in the333

past (Fig. ??), the rate of ice mass loss in the perturbed simulations remains elevated334

above the control simulations throughout the 21st century. A similar result is reported335

by ? (?), who argue that the sea level response in the three years following a perturba-336

tion can be attributed to the perturbation itself, after which the sea level contribution337

is instead due to the long-term, diffusive thinning of the ice sheet. They find that the338

long-term diffusive behaviour is responsible for ≥75% for the total sea level contribution339
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Figure 3. Dynamic committed sea level rise from model ensemble (N=137). Blue colours in-
dicate the highest weighted ensemble members when calibrated with GRACE observation (where
σm = 8σo).

after 100 years. Using the same metric here, approximately 80% of the total sea level340

contribution in 2100 is due to the diffusive response to the initial perturbations. Our es-341

timate of the dynamic committed sea level contribution between 2007 and 2100 (6.3 [5.7342

7.0] mm SLE) is also very similar to that of ? (?), who estimated 6.0±2.0 mm SLE be-343

tween 2000 and 2100, despite the differences in modelling approaches.344

The short lived period of retreat results in an initial increase in flow speed near the345

terminus and in the main channel of tidewater glaciers, increasing the flux across the ter-346

minus. The acceleration in flow speeds and resulting longitudinal stretching causes the347

ice surface to lower, which then propagates upstream, giving rise to dynamic thinning.348

The velocity of the perturbed simulations remain elevated above that of the control sim-349

ulations (Fig. ??), although the acceleration slows over the course of the experiment. The350

thinning signal diffuses upstream and dissipates, as the ice sheet geometry approaches351

a new state of balance, with an increased velocity required to maintain the same flux (as-352

suming no change in SMB) due to the reduction in thickness (Fig. ??). We note that353

while we ended our experiments in 2100, in line with the ISMIP6 projections, the ice sheet354

does not reach equilibrium in this time, and we expect it to continue to respond to the355

changes in the following centuries.356

The dynamic committed response of the ice sheet, and the uncertainty associated357

with the estimates, has regional differences. Figure ?? shows the 2100 dynamic sea level358

contribution for each of the major Greenland basins that is directly caused by the im-359

posed retreat (?, ?, ?). The Southwest (SW) is dominated by land terminating glaciers,360

rather than tidewater glaciers, and therefore has experienced limited terminus retreat,361

leading to a limited sea level response. However, it does not necessarily follow that the362

basins that experienced the most terminus retreat by area go on to contribute the most363

to sea level due to that retreat. For example, the Northern (NO) region experienced the364

second highest amount of retreat between 2007 and 2015 (approximately 520 km2, ? (?)),365

but has the lowest median dynamic committed response. This region is home to Peter-366

mann Glacier, which has the largest remaining floating tongue in Greenland. During the367

2007–2015 perturbation period, the floating tongue experienced large calving events that368
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Figure 4. Interactions between the parameters varied within the ensemble framework. In each
panel, the symbols represent individual ensemble members within the parameter space, coloured
to indicate weights from the GRACE calibration with σm = 8σo (top-right panels) and the total
committed sea level contribution by 2100 (bottom-left panels). The axis labels indicate how each
parameter is varied in relation to the central ensemble member derived from the initialization.
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Figure 5. Difference in ice surface velocity between a perturbed simulation and its respective
control simulation at 2015, 2020, 2100 for a highly weighted ensemble member.

Figure 6. Difference in thinning rates between a perturbed simulation and its respective
control simulation averaged over the ten years leading up to 2020, 2030 and 2100 for a highly
weighted ensemble member.
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Figure 7. Dynamic sea level contribution (perturbed - control) by 2100 for each drainage
basin: (a) the prior and (b) the calibrated posterior (with σm = 8σo) probability density func-
tions.

made up two thirds of the total retreat area experienced by the region. However, it ap-369

pears that these calving events have minimal impact on the glacier thinning rates (Fig.370

??), indicating that the region that calved from the floating tongue did not provide sig-371

nificant buttressing to the upstream ice – i.e., it is a passive ice shelf (?, ?). Similar re-372

sults have been demonstrated by ? (?), who found that the floating tongue only provides373

buttressing within 12 km of the grounding line, where thick ice is close enough to the374

grounding line such that, if floating ice is removed, the stresses at the grounding line are375

affected. Another major glacier in the NO region, Humboldt Glacier retreated by 89.5 km2
376

during the perturbation period. However, it is a slow moving glacier (?, ?) and there-377

fore in absolute terms the impact of any acceleration it experienced on the dynamic re-378

sponse is also limited.379

The Northwest (NW) and Central West (CW) have the highest medians and up-380

per bounds of dynamic sea level contributions as a result of the retreat they experienced381

between 2007–2015 (Fig. ??). The NW experienced the third highest total area of re-382

treat between 2007 and 2015 (365 km2) across many (∼70) marine terminating glacier383

fronts, whereas the CW has experienced only 81 km2 of retreat, 40% of which is attributed384

to Jakobshavn Isbræ. Over the course of the simulation, the acceleration of Jakobshavn385

Isbræ relative to the control spreads 100s km upstream, sustaining an elevated rate of386

sea level contribution over the century.387

The Northeast region (NE) experienced the most retreat during the perturbation388

period (930 km2), with approximately 90% due to retreat of the ice shelf of ZachariæIs-389

strøm – one of the outlet glaciers fed by the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS).390

Compared to the NO glaciers, the retreat of the floating ice in the NE has a greater im-391

pact on the sea level response. Compared to the other regions, a higher proportion of392

the response by 2100 is due to the long-term diffusive behaviour, with 91% of the sea393

level response occurring more than three years after the end of the retreat perturbation.394

In part, this is because the initial removal of ice does not directly contribute to sea level395

as it is already floating, however it also has a lasting impact on the upstream velocity396

of NEGIS (Fig. ??) and the elevated rate of negative surface elevation change persists397

for longer than other glaciers (Fig. ??).398
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Retreat of marine terminating glaciers in the Southeast (SE) results in a high con-399

tribution to sea level, but the range across the ensemble is low compared to the other400

high contributing regions, such as the NW and CW (Fig ??). This suggests that the glaciers401

in the SE, which tend to reside on steep mountainous terrain, are less sensitive to the402

model parameters perturbed in the ensemble, compared to glaciers on gentler bedrock403

gradients in the NW and CW. This has implications for projections as the regions of gen-404

tle sloping topography have the potential to cause high amounts of sea level rise because405

diffusive thinning is able to spread to the interior of the the ice sheet (?, ?, ?), but the406

certainty in their behaviour is poorly constrained. An example of a difference in the sen-407

sitivity between glaciers in the SE and NW are shown in Figure ??, where the spread408

of ensemble members is greater for Kakivfaat Sermiat in the NW, compared to Helheim409

Glacier in the SE. The spread in responses is driven by uncertainty in the basal condi-410

tions (i.e. sliding). The steep topography in the SE helps restrict the upstream influence411

of retreat events to the lower reaches of the glaciers (?, ?), and we find that the propor-412

tion of the response that is due to the long-term diffusive behaviour is lower for the SE413

( 71%) compared to other regions (e.g., 91% in the NW). This difference in uncertainty414

of response is also demonstrated by longer term projections of the Greenland Ice Sheet,415

where the likely range in the projected retreat is larger in the North and West compared416

to the SE (?, ?).417

Our estimate of the total committed contribution to sea level rise between 2015 and418

2100 (Table ??) can be added to the ISMIP6 projections of GrIS response to future cli-419

mate anomalies to obtain the total estimated sea level rise from the GrIS over the 21st420

century. ISMIP6 projects 90±50 mm of sea level rise from GrIS by 2100, relative to 2015,421

under RCP8.5, and 32±17 mm SLE for RCP2.6 (?, ?). These projections use atmospheric422

and oceanic anomalies acquired from selected CMIP5 models to force the ice sheet mod-423

els under RCP scenarios – when the ice sheet models are forced with a selection of CMIP6424

models, the sea level contribution tend to be higher by up to a factor of two for the equiv-425

alent SSP (?, ?): for SSP5-8.5, the contribution by 2100 is projected to be 80-250 mm426

SLE relative to 2015, and for SSP1-2.6, 20-60 mm SLE (?, ?). As expected, the ISMIP6427

projections under the high emissions scenarios (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5) are considerably higher428

than our estimates of total committed sea level contribution because the changes in cli-429

mate we expect over the 21st century according to the CMIP models result in a greater430

ice sheet anomaly than the current signal (i.e., surface mass balance will become con-431

siderably more negative than present). However, under the lower emissions scenario (RCP2.6),432

GrIS’s sea level contribution by 2100 due to forcing anomalies is approximately equal433

to its estimated total committed sea level contribution. We note that in the latest As-434

sessment Report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR6), 20±10 mm SLE435

was added to the 2100 sea level contribution (relative to 2015) reported by ISMIP6 to436

account for the removal of the control simulations in ISMIP6 (?, ?), which is similar to437

our estimates for the ISMIP6 projection period, for example 31.5 [15.8 48.9] mm SLE438

when σm = 8σo (Table ??).439

Between 15 and 20% of the total committed sea level response can be attributed440

to the retreat of marine terminating glaciers, and the rest is due to the prescribed SMB441

and the transient dynamic response to this, as well as ongoing stress balance adjustments,442

some of which may be artificial (i.e., model drift). Distinguishing between these various443

contributors to the overall trend is difficult and, while our results demonstrate that the444

committed response should be accounted for in projections of sea level rise, producing445

an accurate representation of this, which avoids the issues of model drift, is not straight-446

forward. For example, the committed sea level results are likely to be sensitive to the447

choice of SMB field that is held constant for the duration of the simulations. Here we448

purposely used a temporally averaged field (2001-2015) in order to smooth out extreme449

years, but choosing a different SMB product or time period would likely result in a dif-450

ferent result. A recent SMB model intercomparison project found that estimates of past451

SMB have a wide spread (?, ?), with a standard deviation of the 1981–2012 mean SMB452
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Figure 8. Difference in ice surface velocity between perturbed simulations and their respective
control simulation at 2100 for flowline along a) Kakivfaat Sermiat, NW and b) Helheim Glacier,
SE. Blue curves represent ensemble members with higher basal friction and orange curves rep-
resent those with lower basal friction. Geometry (ice surface, base and bedrock elevation) along
flowline shown in grey.
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across all models of approximately 27% of the mean, which we note is similar to the range453

that we varied SMB over in our ensemble (up to ±30% of the 2001-2015 mean). How-454

ever, the spread between SMB models is particularly wide at the margins (?, ?), but we455

did not test for differences in the spatial pattern of accumulation and ablation.456

Ideally, the need to subtract a control to remove biases due to model drift would457

be eliminated in future ISMIP-style community efforts through improvements in the con-458

sistency of input data and initialization methods, so that we are better able to capture459

the initial state and trends of the recent past (?, ?). Nevertheless, uncertainties will re-460

main and certain aspects of the uncertainty can be explored using perturbed-parameter461

ensemble approaches. This method, however, is time consuming and computationally462

expensive, and therefore a large community-led activity such as ISMIP would benefit from463

a more targeted approach where only the most sensitive and poorly constrained param-464

eters are varied within the ensemble, thereby reducing the necessary number of ensem-465

ble members. A related approach that future ISMIP-style efforts would benefit from is466

to perform a Bayesian calibration of the perturbed-parameter ensemble using observa-467

tions of past change, similar to the approach taken here (?, ?). Bayesian calibration should468

reduce the problem of model drift because the simulations that best match the histor-469

ical period are more highly weighted, and therefore simulations that exhibit real tran-470

sient signals in the ice sheet system are preferentially represented over simulations where471

the trends are dominated by artificial model drift.472

An inherent limitation of calibration using observations is that it is limited by the473

length of the observational period – in this case we calibrate with just eight years, which474

is very short compared to the response times of ice sheets. Ensemble members that per-475

form similarly well during the calibration period (2007-2015) can diverge from one an-476

other during the projection period (2015-2100), which limits the constraint that the cal-477

ibration can have on the 2100 posterior distribution, although we note that Figure ??478

demonstrates that the relationship between different ensemble members is mostly con-479

sistent over time. In addition to the parameter uncertainty explored here, there may also480

be biases due to the choice of model physics. We use SSA in this ensemble to reduce com-481

putational costs of running an ensemble at a high spatial resolution and because slid-482

ing dominates for outlet glaciers, to which we applied retreat perturbations. We repeated483

the initialization process followed by a small number of ensemble members using higher-484

order physics and they produce a lower dynamic response to the retreat perturbations485

than SSA (Text S1, Supplementary Information). SSA does not allow for ice flow due486

to internal deformation, and this is therefore compensated for by the basal friction co-487

efficient derived during the inversion. This means that the SSA simulations more effi-488

ciently transfer stresses to the slower flowing interior regions in response to perturba-489

tions at the outlet glacier termini. This leads to higher mass loss for simulations run with490

SSA physics than those run with higher-order physics, with all other model parameters491

and forcings the same. While the calibration approach can ensure that the posterior is492

consistent during the calibration period, the impact of any biases and uncertainties are493

likely to grow over time.494

In addition to the SSA momentum-balance approximation, our simulations of the495

GrIS use the assumption that depth-averaged ice temperature is equal to the average sur-496

face temperature between 1960 and 1989. This ice temperature is used to obtain ice vis-497

cosity, which is held fixed through time for each simulation and we sample uncertainty498

in ice viscosity as part of our ensemble. However, future work could build on our results499

by performing additional simulations to test other approximations of depth-averaged ice500

temperatures and quantify the impact of these various assumptions. For example, an an-501

alytical solution for the vertical profile of ice temperature can be obtained and averaged502

over the depth to obtain a spatially varying estimate of depth-averaged ice temperature503

(?, ?). Alternatively, a vertically integrated temperature that is consistent with the SSA504

approximation can be used to obtain depth-averaged ice temperature (?, ?). New sim-505
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ulations using these approximations of depth-averaged ice temperature could be performed506

to quantify the impact of ice viscosity on the projections.507

There is no formal definition of committed sea level rise from ice sheets, and we508

acknowledge that by focusing on terminus retreat only it is likely that the definition used509

here is a lower bound. For example, there are various feedbacks related to SMB, such510

as with ice sheet surface elevation and albedo, which could exacerbate mass loss over the511

century without any additional climate forcing, which we do not account for. SMB has512

been changing for several decades prior to the start of our experiments (?, ?). However,513

this change is represented in our model in the geometry product used in the initializa-514

tion, i.e. accumulation and ablation changes prior to the 2007 initial state contributes515

to the form of the surface slope, which impacts ice dynamics through the driving stress.516

Additionally, we hypothesize that initializing the model further back in time and517

performing the calibration over a longer historical period would likely do a better518

job at capturing the ice sheet state and tendencies in 2015. However, by forcing the519

model with terminus position changes during the 2007–2015 calibration period ensures520

that we are capturing the ice sheet’s committed mass loss in direct response to the521

prescribed retreat. HoweverNevertheless, some antecedent conditions that are not in-522

cluded in our model could enhance mass loss through SMB and ice sheet dynamics, for523

example refreezing of melt water in the firn layer resulting in excess surface runoff (?,524

?). The ongoing development of coupled ice-sheet-climate models is critical for incorpo-525

rating missing processes and feedbacks into sea level rise projections (?, ?).526

5 Conclusion527

We performed an ensemble of 137 Greenland Ice Sheet simulations, where we var-528

ied parameters related to basal friction, ice temperature and surface mass balance, and529

imposed terminus positions based on changes observed between 2007 and 2015. The en-530

semble members were then run until the end of the 21st century. We found that, after531

performing Bayesian calibration using GRACE observations, the Greenland Ice Sheet’s532

committed sea level contribution by 2100 is at least 33.5 [17.5 52.4] mm SLE (median533

[25th 75th percentile]), with at least 6.3 [5.7 7.0] mm SLE due to the dynamic response534

to the retreat of marine terminating glaciers at the beginning of the simulations. The535

spread of responses in the ensemble is driven by the basal friction coefficient, which ex-536

erts the greatest control on modelled mass loss. As a result, the GRACE calibration has537

the greatest impact on constraining the parameter range of the basal friction coefficient,538

compared to other parameters, with the central members, close to or slightly lower (i.e.,539

more slippery) than the basal friction coefficient field produced by the inversion, being540

the most highly weighted. Ice temperature has a limited impact on the spread of ice sheet541

response, although we find that warmer ice (and hence less viscous ice) produces a bet-542

ter match with GRACE observation, for similar reasons that more slippery beds better543

match with observations: our initial state, which serves at the central member of our en-544

semble, underestimates mass loss. The spread in the SMB perturbations is not well con-545

strained by GRACE observations, although this is likely due to the way the anomaly was546

implemented uniformly across the ice sheet.547

There is variation in how regions respond to retreat of their marine terminating548

glaciers. Retreat in the NW, NE, CW and SE result produce the highest response, rel-549

ative to the control, although the SE has a narrower spread in response across the en-550

semble, indicating that some regions are less sensitive to basal sliding than other regions.551

The dominant geometric configuration of outlet glaciers in the different regions is likely552

to be an important factor in their response to terminus retreat, as indicated by the find-553

ings of ? (?) – for example the gentle sloping topography in the NW, CW and NE al-554

lows the thinning signal to spread far inland.555
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According to the results of our calibrated ensemble, the total committed sea level556

contribution by the end of the century is comparable in magnitude to the contribution557

due to future climate anomalies under the RCP2.6 scenario. Under the higher emission558

scenario of RCP8.5, the contribution due to future forcing is approximately a factor of559

three higher than the committed response. Our results highlight the importance in work-560

ing towards multi-model ensembles where the need to remove a control run can be avoided.561

One potential solution is to use a Bayesian calibration process, as was done here, to im-562

prove our confidence in the model’s ability to reproduce a historical period, while min-563

imising the impact of model drift.564
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